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the middle. The Yuma state refers to the inner. The Yuna Seda refers to

got the Sadhi Yuma state. The middle and the inner combined. Here you have

you have the Yuma Yuna state, where it"s the Yuma inner and the core

where it"s the Yuma inner and the core state combined. So, when you hear
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called a Sa"dhi-Yumah procedure, as well as Sa"dhi-SA"Ta Projection Journey, and as
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ta State, Sadhi-Yumah State. There"s several states that have to do with the

called a Sa"dhi-Yumah activation tomorrow when we get into anchoring the An-Sha-
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called the Sa"dhi Yumah state There"s other charts that are going to come at
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is called the Yumah. The middle domain state of consciousness is called the Sa"dhi,

SA"tas and Sa"dhi Yumahs, you"ll see in a minute. The outer domain state is

called the Sa"dhi Yumah state So, the Sa"dhi Yumah state corresponds to the middle

So, the Sa"dhi Yumah state corresponds to the middle and the inner domain states
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what the Sa"dhi-Yumah state has to do with things. Because the two activations
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called the Sa"dhi-Yumah activation. The Sa" dhi-Yumah activation has to do with

The Sa" dhi-Yumah activation has to do with activating, or beginning the initiation

you do Sa"dhi-Yumahs or when you do Sa"dhi-SA"tas because they each do

The Sa"dhi -Yumah configurations ... you can use the same configurations for them,
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we do Sa"dhi-Yumahs, we are working with the band layers. So, this is
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body is the Yumah state The Sa"dhi state goes with the middle Edon body

frequencies of the Yumah state Now, we"re doing that in order to access some
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have the Sa"dhi Yumah state And if you look at them, if Sa"dhi is

have Sa"dhi and Yumah, so the Sa"dhi-Yumah state would go with the Adashi-

so the Sa"dhi-Yumah state would go with the Adashi-2 cycle when, from

state, the Sa"dhi-Yumah state, and I think this one"s called the Yumah-Yuna

one"s called the Yumah-Yuna state That"s this one. Because you have the Yuna-

state and the Yumah so you"ve got the Yumah-Yuna state that goes with

you"ve got the Yumah-Yuna state that goes with the last Adashi cycle and
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Sa"dhi-SA"ta, the Yumah-Yuna states and then the SEda state where you go

RES haLE Sa"dhi Yumah Adonic Adashi-2 Starlight State equals the inner RaSh ala

is the Sa"dhi Yumah State that"s over here, in the Adonic level in the
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with the Sa"dhi Yumah state, as well as the Sa"dhi SAta state, we are
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enter the Sa"dhi Yumah State where we are going to participate on our way
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You have the Yuma state of matter and consciousness in the inner domains. Now

have, so the Yuma state of matter is characteristic of the Rashallah body. You
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Middle domains. The Yuma state is characteristic of the Adons and the Inner and
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considered the Sa"dhi Yuma state So, you have the Sa"dhi SA"ta, which is the

have the Sa"dhi Yuma, which is the Middle and the Core mixed together. So,
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that is the Yuma-Yuna state you go into that state and then you
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You have the Yuma State of the Inner Domains, the Sa-dhi State of

the Sa-dhi Yuma State of the uh, this is these 2 put together,

you have the Yuma-Yuna State, which is the Yuma and the Yuna State

which is the Yuma and the Yuna State put together. And then you hit
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you have the Yumah state; in the Middle Domains you have the Sa"dhi state;

be the Sa"dhi Yumah states In Adashi-3 they"d be the Yumah-Yuna states,

they"d be the Yumah-Yuna states, and then you go into the Krystar state
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River Stand & Yuma NaVE Harmon~ May 26 2007 Cusco @ Aurora-2 CloUd
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the ―Sadhi-Yuma Adashi-2 Ascended-Adonic-Consciousness State; 7. the ―Krysted

and the ―Yuma-Yuna‖ Adashi-3 Ascended-Rashadonic-Consciousness State. Once
completing Krystar
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